
JOHANNESBURG: The car approaches the
gates of the small parish church, where an army
of hands await. The precious food is swiftly taken
from the car boot and back seat and lined up in
bags in the courtyard, rather like a military pa-
rade. It is time for the handout. In the eyes of the
waiting women and children, there is relief: a
gleam that comes from the prospect of having a
full belly. The scene, in the parish of Mayfair just
outside the centre of Johannesburg, has become
grimly familiar across
South Africa’s largest
city. Even as a strict lock-
down to slow the coron-
avirus pandemic is eased,
many foreigners living in
this country have no work
and are hungry. South
Africa is the continent’s
second-largest economy
and a magnet for millions of
refugees and migrants from elsewhere.

But the vast majority of them depend on day-
to-day work - and this informal source of income
catastrophically dried up from one day to the
next because of the lockdown. In a country con-
sidered by the World Bank to be the most un-
equal in the world, many of these luckless people
now have nothing.  “I see a lot of community
members suffering because of this lockdown,”

said Alfred Djang, a 50-year-old lawyer who left
the Democratic Republic of Congo 19 years
ago.  Some had been working in shops, “they
were selling things on street corners, but they are
not allowed to do it anymore,” Djang said.  “They
don’t have permits so they need to beg for food
here and there,” he added. 

‘Hunger has no color’ 
Amir Sheikh, head of the African Diaspora

Forum, said his non-profit
group had been swamped
by requests for help.
“Since the beginning of
the lockdown we have ini-
tiated a process of cook-
ing food for the migrants,”
the Somali said. Funded
by religious organiza-
tions, his network pro-
vides 3,500 parcels and

750 meals each week. “It is very important be-
cause those people have been neglected...
hunger has no color, but unfortunately the gov-
ernment of South Africa has discriminated
against us on the basis of our country of origin,”
he said.

As part of an unprecedented emergency plan,
President Cyril Ramaphosa announced food dis-
tributions and a monthly allowance of 350 rand

($20 / 18 euros) for the most destitute. Neither
Ramaphosa nor his ministers have mentioned any
conditions for the nationality of people receiving
the aid. But migrants and non-governmental or-
ganizations insist that in de-facto terms, the help
goes to South Africans. While the “rainbow na-
tion” Nelson Mandela dreamed of has some four
million foreigners, most of them do not have a res-
idence permit - a document with the value of gold.

In Lenasia, a township in the remote outskirts

of Johannesburg, 49-year-old Edward Mowo re-
lies on his Lazarus hands for a living. He brings
dead televisions, radios and telephones back to
life. Under the corrugated iron roof of his shack,
the Zimbabwean admitted to having difficulty
feeding his wife and three children. “Most people
don’t work anymore, so they don’t get paid. So
how can I be paid?” he said. “My kids were born
here but they don’t get anything because we are
not South African nationals,” Mowo said. —AFP
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JOHANNESBURG: Lucky, 55, brews some tea to warm up in the bitter cold in Wilgespruit, Johannesburg. — AFP

S Africa migrants face hunger, 
xenophobia during lockdown

Trump plans new 
arms sale to Saudi 
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump’s administration wants to sell
arms to Saudi Arabia again, one year after pushing through a controversial
$8.1 billion contract despite congressional opposition, an influential US sen-
ator revealed on Wednesday. “The administration is currently trying to sell
thousands more precision-guided bombs to the President’s ‘friend,’ Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman,” New Jersey Democrat Bob Menen-
dez said in an op-ed published online by CNN.

The government wants to conclude the sale, the details of which have
not yet been made public, “even though the Saudis seemingly want out of
their failed and brutal war in Yemen,” he added.  Menendez, the top Demo-
crat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, recalled how the previous
contract to sell various arms to Saudi Arabia as well as the United Arab
Emirates was blocked by Congress after the murder of Saudi journalist
Jamal Khashoggi.  US intelligence services had concluded that the murder
had been ordered by the crown prince, “a capricious Saudi despot who
thinks he can butcher his critics without consequences,” Menendez wrote.

When Congress blocked that sale last year, US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo invoked an obscure “emergency” procedure to push it
through. “Today, a year later, there is still no justification for the US to sell
bombs to Saudi Arabia,” stated Menendez. “That is why I am particularly
troubled that the State Department has again refused to explain the need
to sell thousands more bombs to Saudi Arabia on top of the thousands that
have yet to be delivered from last year’s ‘emergency,’” he continued. He
called on Congress to block the new sale. — AFP

Most unequal 
country in 
the world

Pakistan intel uses 
militant-tracking 
tech to hunt virus
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s intelligence services are de-
ploying secretive surveillance technology normally used
to locate militants to instead track coronavirus patients
and the people they come into contact with. In a program
publicly touted by Prime Minister Imran Khan, the gov-
ernment has turned to the powerful Inter-Services Intel-
ligence agency (ISI) for help in tackling the virus, which
still is spreading at an accelerating rate across Pakistan.
Details about the project have not been released, but two
officials told AFP that intelligence services are using geo-
fencing and phone-monitoring systems that ordinarily are
employed to hunt high-value targets including home-
grown and foreign militants.

A lack of awareness, stigma and fear have contributed
to some people with symptoms not seeking treatment or
even fleeing hospitals, while others who’ve had contact
with virus patients have flouted self-isolation rules.
Speaking on condition of anonymity, a senior security of-
ficial told AFP that agencies are now “quite effectively”
using the technology to track coronavirus cases. “The
government has been successful in tracing even those
who tested positive but went into hiding,” the security of-
ficial said. Geo-fencing, a discreet tracking system that
alerts authorities when someone leaves a specific geo-

graphic area, has helped officials monitor neighborhoods
on lockdown.

Authorities are also listening in to the calls of COVID-
19 patients to monitor whether their contacts are talking
about having symptoms. “The trace-and-track system
basically helps us track the mobile phones of corona pa-
tients as well as anyone they get in touch with before of
after their disappearance,” an intelligence official said.
Khan recently praised the program, which has come up
against little public debate or scrutiny over its use in the
virus fight. “It was originally used against terrorism, but
now it is has come in useful against coronavirus,” he said.
Nearly 60,000 people in Pakistan have tested positive
for the disease and more than 1,200 patients have
died. But with testing still limited, officials worry the true
numbers are much higher.

Concerns
Pakistan’s intelligence services and military hold vast

sway over many aspects of cultural and political life, with
the US and India accusing Islamabad of backing insur-
gents fighting in Kashmir and Afghanistan - claims denied
by officials. Rights groups worry authorities might abuse
their sweeping surveillance powers to trace political dis-
sidents. Leading rights activist and ex-senator Afrasiab
Khattak told AFP that involving the ISI would spread un-
necessary fear among the population. “The task of track-
ing and tracing the patients and suspected cases should
be dealt with by provincial governments and local com-
munities - let intelligence agencies do their actual job,”
he said. Countries across the world have employed track-
and-trace methods to control the virus’s spread, raising
privacy concerns. — AFP

Many foreigners have no work, are hungry


